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If you see a yellow ‘note’ box here, then hover over the 
icon to see an explanatory note about this slide.

deborah
Sticky Note
I will use examples and entity-relationship diagrams with shortened authorized access points, e.g.:- for persons, I give only their surnames, such as, “Austen” instead of “Austen, Jane”- and for works, 1 give only their titlesI will focus on works, expressions, manifestation, and Agent entities and the relationships between them. I will not go into any details about how to describe those entities.

deborah
Sticky Note
If a Sticky Note does not display when you hover over it, then click on the icon to read the note in another format.



Community question #1: Advantages of describing aggregating works

Q: What are the concrete advantages of using aggregating works to describe aggregates? 

Answer 

An aggregate embodies an aggregating expression and one or more expressions that are aggregated. RDA 
does not specify which embodied works or expressions should be selected for description, leaving this up to 
local decisions. 

It is cataloguer's judgement for how much description to give to each entity to ensure that users' needs are 
met. It is necessary to describe and link the aggregating work for several reasons, including: 

• to relate it to the agents responsible for the aggregation (aggregators)

• to relate it to other aggregating works (e.g., each variation of a "Golden treasury of poems" is a 
distinct aggregating work)

• to relate it to a subject that is the focus of the aggregating work not any of the aggregated works

• etc.
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Community question #1: Advantages of describing aggregating works

Q: What are the concrete advantages of using aggregating works to describe aggregates? 

The advantages of describing aggregating works under the LRM and RDA Aggregates Model are the same as 

they have always been when we have described, e.g.:

• a serial, instead of, or as well as, describing one or more issues (e.g., “Library resources & technical 

services”)

• a collection of short stories, or poems, etc., instead of, or as well as, describing one or more story, 

etc., separately (e.g., “Cataloging correctly for kids”)

• etc.

This question is one piece of a bigger topic about the description decisions that we used to call 
“deciding on analytical, comprehensive, or hierarchical descriptions”. 
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https://archive.org/details/lrtsv13no4
https://archive.org/details/catalogingcorrec00zuid


Community question #1: Advantages of describing aggregating works

Granularity decisions

1. If a manifestation:

• is a single unit manifestation (e.g., 1 volume), then describe it

• unless it is also a part unit manifestation (i.e., a part of a larger manifestation); if so, decide whether 
you will describe this part unit only, or the larger multiple unit only, or both the part unit and the 
multiple unit

• is a multiple unit manifestation, then decide whether you will describe the multiple unit only, or one or 
more of the part units only, or both the larger multiple unit and its part units

• unless this multiple unit is also a part unit of another larger multiple unit manifestation; if so, decide 
whether you will describe this part unit (that is a multiple unit) only, or the larger multiple unit only, 
or both the part unit and the larger multiple unit
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Community question #1: Advantages of describing aggregating works

Granularity decisions

2. If the manifestation embodies:

• only a single-part work and expression, then describe it

• unless it is a part of a larger work and expression; and if so, decide whether you will describe the part 
work and expression only, or the multi-part work and expression only, or both  the part work and 
expression and the multi-part work and expression

• a multi-part work and expression and some or all of its parts, then decide whether you will describe 
the multi-part work and expression only, or both the multi-part and the part works and expressions

• unless the multi-part is a part of another larger work and expression; and if so, decide whether you 
will describe the part work and expression that is the multi-part only, or the larger multi-part work 
and expression only, or both the part work and expression and the larger multi-part work and 
expression

• an aggregating work and expression and aggregated works and expressions, then decide whether you 
will describe the aggregating work and expression only, or one or more of the aggregated works and 
expressions only, or both the aggregating work and expression and one or more of the aggregated 
works and expressions.
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Emma (Cassell): Single unit manifestation embodying a single-part expression and work
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deborah
Sticky Note
Note 1I begin with an easy examples that is not an aggregate.It is a single unit manifestation (1 volume), and it embodies a work that is a single-part expression and work (a novel with no identifiable parts).I will describe the manifestation: “Emma” published by Cassell:- but I also have to think about whether this manifestation is a part of a larger multiple unit manifestation (e.g., a multi-volume set or a manifestation of a series)--it is not.

deborah
Sticky Note
Note 2I will also describe and relate the single-part expression and work: Austen’s “Emma” in English text:- but I also have to think about whether this work is, e.g., a part of a larger multi-part work or is in a series--it is not part of anything larger, as far as I can tell.I will also describe and relate the author person: Austen.



Emma (Colonial): Multiple unit manifestation embodying a single-part expression and work
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https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-ccf4bc18-3097-36d5-bed1-2fffd68bcee8
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-ccf4bc18-3097-36d5-bed1-2fffd68bcee8
deborah
Sticky Note
Note 1In this example we see the same single-part work and expression (“Emma” in English text) alone again in another manifestation.But this time Emma in English text is embodied in a multiple unit manifestation (in 2 volumes) with portions of the work and expression split between two part units that are single unit manifestations (volume 1 and volume 2).

deborah
Sticky Note
Note 2I have decided that I will describe:- the multiple unit manifestation: “Emma” published by Colonial:-- and I will also describe the part unit manifestations separately (for circulation purposes)-- and I will link the multiple unit to the  part units using the part manifestation relationship.... [go to next slide]



Emma (Colonial): Multiple unit manifestation embodying a single-part expression and work
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deborah
Sticky Note
Note 1This time, the manifestation of “Emma”(the work) is a part of a larger multiple unit manifestation: “The complete works of Jane Austen” published by Colonial in 12 volumes.That manifestation is an aggregate that embodies a larger aggregating work (“The complete works of Jane Austen”) with a plan to embody this expression of “Emma” in this 12 volume manifestation along with expressions of other works by Austen. I will come back to describing aggregating works later. 

deborah
Sticky Note
Note 2I have decided that I will relate the “Emma” Expression, Work, and Agent descriptions that  I made earlier to the 2 volume manifestation published by Colonial:Although the English text expression of  “Emma” is aggregated with other expressions according to the plan of the larger aggregating work that is “The complete works of Jane Austen”:-- my decision, today, is that I will ignore that aggregating work and manifestation-- but I might decide to describe it later.



Emma (Airmont): Single unit aggregate manifestation embodying an augmented single-part expression and 
work + an augmenting single-part expression and work (an introduction) + an aggregating work
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https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-ebff9d51-d1bc-34bf-b055-ebaaec37e7d0
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-9d596c05-acc2-39b5-b52a-3274c90ab41d
deborah
Sticky Note
Note 1In this example, we see the same work and expression (“Emma” in English text), this time in a manifestation that also embodies supplementary content--an introduction by Duffy.Remember that an aggregate manifestation embodies an aggregating expression and one or more expressions that are aggregated.“Emma” in English text is one of the expressions that are aggregated, and the English text introduction by Duffy is another aggregated expression.

deborah
Sticky Note
Note 2I will describe:- the single unit manifestation: “Emma” that is published by Airmont:-- it is not a part of a larger multiple unit manifestation (it is not in a multi volume set or anything like that)I will add additional aggregate manifestation content data about the introduction:- by recording “Includes an introduction” in a ‘supplementary content’ element 

deborah
Sticky Note
Note 3I will relate the single unit manifestation to the aggregated  expression and work that is Austen’s “Emma”, and that I have already described; because I think it is the most important content of this manifestation (the primary content).I will not give a separate description for:- the other aggregated expression and work that is the introduction:-- but I will describe and relate the author of the introduction to the manifestation, using the relationship contributor person of text, so that searching on “Duffy” will find this manifestation.

deborah
Sticky Note
Note 4I will also not give a separate description for:- the aggregating work because it does not need to be related to a larger aggregating work such as a serial or a series, and does not seem (to me) to be important for any other reason.



Sense and sensibility, Emma, and Persuasion (Nelson): Single unit aggregate manifestation embodying three 
collected single-part expressions and works + an aggregating work
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deborah
Sticky Note
Note 1Here we see (again) the same work and expression (“Emma” in English text), this time in a collection aggregate manifestation.I will describe:- the single unit manifestation: “Sense and sensibility, Emma, and Persuasion” published by Thomas Nelson-- it is not a part of a larger multiple unit manifestation

deborah
Sticky Note
Note 2I will describe and relate the 3 embodied aggregated single-part expressions and works by Austen:- none of those works are a part of a larger multi-part work and none of them are in a series, etc.- if there were more expressions and works in this collection, I still might decide to describe them all, if I thought it would help my users.There is no supplementary content to describe.And I will, again, not describe the aggregating work, because there is nothing important about it, in my opinion.



Waiting for Godot (Grove): Single unit aggregate manifestation embodying two expressions of a single-part 
work + an augmenting single-part expression and work (an introduction) + an aggregating work
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https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-5e87bc31-46c0-3637-a567-0b55d2ef7827
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-126a56dc-d07f-34bf-9e42-0bfa48a3e574
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-26e5e1f2-b7fb-383b-954a-b2560eb6eb40
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-4fba5f0f-ee39-3849-9cd0-a4b432e3201b
deborah
Sticky Note
Note 1This example is of a different work embodied in a parallel aggregate manifestation.I will describe:- the single unit manifestation (“Waiting for Godot”, published by Grove); -- it is not a part of a larger multiple unit manifestationI will add additional aggregate manifestation data for the:- supplementary content- illustrative content- colour content

deborah
Sticky Note
Note 2I will describe and relate the 2 aggregated English and French expressions of Beckett’s single-part work:- that work is not a part of a larger multi-part work, and it is not in a series, etc.; so, I don’t have to think about that- I will relate the English expression to the original French expression using the translation of relationship

deborah
Sticky Note
Note 3I will also describe and relate:- the author person: Beckett- the translator person: Beckett- the contributor person of text (the introduction): Gontarski.I will not give separate descriptions for:- the aggregating work- or the aggregated expressions/works that are the augmenting illustrations, introduction, and index



Cataloging correctly for kids (Fourth edition): Single unit aggregate manifestation embodying multiple 
collected single-part expressions and works + an aggregating work
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See the RDA Toolkit Guidance section for 
Representative expressions > 
Representative expressions of an 
aggregating work

https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-2fe4041d-fd6c-3f4d-bc96-aa96fe876b27
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-9e02d7a6-f86d-3dfc-938c-60c524713c9b
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-bd1f1ef9-978c-34ee-8881-acc1500130b9/section_w53_f23_m2b
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-39db8725-25e2-3bcf-8a45-7ef37ec38c90/section_ygt_gvg_3lb
deborah
Sticky Note
Note 1This example is another collection aggregate manifestation.I will describe:- the single unit manifestation: “Cataloging correctly for kids”, published by ALA; -- it is not a part of a larger multiple unit manifestationI will also add additional aggregate manifestation data as you see here.

deborah
Sticky Note
Note 2This time, I will also describe and relate:- the aggregating  work (“Cataloging correctly for kids (Fourth edition)” because:-- I think users will be more likely to know about the entire collection, not necessarily the separate aggregated works and expressions-- and I want to pick up the aggregators and give a subject heading for the collection, e.g., “Cataloging of children's literature”

deborah
Sticky Note
Note 3-- I do not need to describe the aggregating expression (See the RDA Toolkit Guidance section for Aggregates under Aggregating expressions); so, I will use the shortcut relationship work manifested to relate the aggregate manifestation to the aggregating work.

deborah
Sticky Note
Note 4I will also add additional aggregating work data:- content type of representative expression: text- language of representative expression: EnglishSee the RDA Toolkit Guidance section for Representative expressions > Representative expressions of an aggregating work.

deborah
Sticky Note
Note 5I will also describe and relate:- the 3 people that I have decided are the aggregators who are responsible for the selection and arrangement of the aggregated expressions and works.I will not describe any of the aggregated expressions and works that are:- the separate chapters- or the augmenting illustrations, introduction, and index.



Cataloging correctly for kids (Fourth edition): Single unit aggregate manifestation embodying multiple 
collected single-part expressions and works + an aggregating work
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deborah
Sticky Note
Or I might just decide to also describe one or more of the aggregated works embodied in the manifestation, if I think that it is important or just useful to do so, e.g., if I know the author :-)Or someone else might decide to add this information later.Note that I use the usual ‘expression manifested’ and ‘work expressed’ and ‘author person’ relationships for this single-part work and expression and its author.



The complete works of Jane Austen (Colonial): Multiple unit manifestation + embodying multiple collected 
single-part expressions and works + an aggregating work
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deborah
Sticky Note
Note 1In an earlier slide, I showed you this larger multiple unit aggregate manifestation (“The complete works of Jane Austen” published by Colonial) that embodies an aggregating work (“The complete works of Jane Austen”).I have now decided that I will describe the aggregating work and the 12 volume multiple unit manifestation after all, and I will relate that manifestation to the “Emma” 2 volume manifestation, and the expression, work, and agent that I described earlier.

deborah
Sticky Note
Note 2Notice that I use:the part manifestation relationship between the 12 volume multiple unit manifestation and its 2 volume part unit manifestation that is also a multiple unit manifestation

deborah
Sticky Note
Note 3And I use:- the usual expression manifested relationship between the 12 volume aggregate manifestation and the aggregated expression that it embodies (the English text expression of “Emma”)- in other words, Emma is embodied in both manifestations. 



Library resources & technical services: Multiple unit aggregate manifestation embodying multiple collected 
single-part expressions and works + an aggregating work
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supplementary content: Guest editorials, book 
review, indexes to previous volumes provided in 
the first issue of the year. 

illustrative content: 
colour content: monochrome
numbering of sequence: Volume 1, No. 1

content type of representative expression: text
language of representative expression: English
frequency: Quarterly
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https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-e8c65d48-7c76-3cd9-a33c-e8427c757c1b
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-60c04672-d204-3662-9256-eee264aea813
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-89084bde-0b60-3ea8-89f2-dc930f5a54d5
deborah
Sticky Note
Note 1This example is of a collection aggregate manifestation that is a part of a larger collection aggregate manifestation.I will use data provided on this single unit aggregate manifestation that is a part unit to describe:- the multiple unit aggregate manifestation: “Library resources & technical services” published by ALA:-- I will not describe the part manifestations.

deborah
Sticky Note
Note 2I will add aggregate manifestation data to the description of the larger multiple unit manifestation:- supplementary content- illustrative content- colour content.And I will also add diachronic element data to my description of the manifestation, if available, e.g.:- numbering of sequence.

deborah
Sticky Note
Note 3I will use the data provided on this issue to describe the successive aggregating work (“Library resources & technical services”):- the serial work is not a subseries of a larger serial.I will add additional aggregating work data:- content type of representative expression: text- language of representative expression: English.I will also add diachronic data to my description of the work, e.g.:-frequency: Quarterly.

deborah
Sticky Note
Note 4I will not describe:- the related static aggregating issue works- the related part unit manifestations that embody the issue works- the expressions of the articles and the supplementary content that are embodied in the part manifestations and that are also (because of the part relationship) embodied  in the larger multiple unit aggregate manifestation of the serial work.



Community question #1: Advantages of describing aggregating works

Q: What are the concrete advantages of using aggregating works to describe aggregates? 

Conclusion 

I will describe the aggregating work embodied in an aggregate manifestation, if in my opinion:

• the aggregating work is intrinsically important because I think:
• it is probably known by my users (e.g., I have heard of it or there is a Wikipedia article for it)
• it is useful to record a subject or genre term that is related to the aggregating work only (e.g., ‘reverse 

dictionaries’, ‘periodicals’, ‘films for the hearing impaired’, ‘radio anthologies’)
• there is a particular purpose for the aggregating work:

• parallel texts are juxtaposed for teaching purposes (e.g., Latin and English)
• augmenting content (e.g., art criticism) is as important as augmented content (art works)
• a collection is more than a “sum of its parts” (e.g., it is a music album)

• none of the aggregated works and expressions are intrinsically important because I think:
• none are likely to be known individually (check reference sources)
• none seem to be primary (more important than the others)

• there are too many aggregated expression/work to describe separately

• I simply do not have the time to describe the aggregated expression/work separately.
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